
An Introduction 
to Living Income 



Living income is about the income 
level that would enable a family to 
afford a decent standard of living.

A basic, decent 
standard of living!

›Living income is a 
household concept 
vs a concept that 
refers to an 
individual.

What is Living Income?

Farming households earn 
enough in a year from all 

income sources to afford a 
decent standard of living.

A worker earns enough in a 
standard work week 

to enable his/her family 
to afford a decent 
standard of living.

Living Wage Living Income

https://www.globallivingwage.org www.living-income.com 

https://www.globallivingwage.org/
http://www.living-income.com/


Understanding Living Income

1. 

2. 

3. 

Living income is the income 
level that would enable a 
family to afford a decent 
standard of living.

It answers the question: 
‘how much does a typical 
household in a particular 
place need to earn, from all 
income sources, in order to 
live a decent standard of 
living?
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This event was aimed at operational staff 
involved in the development of LI 
programmes from:

• Companies, 
• NGOs, 
• Government programs

The goal was to facilitate the exchange of 
evidence-based experiences addressing 
central learning questions within the 
dynamic context of the West African cocoa 
sector.



implemented in partnership with 



Introducing 
KISM



KISM offers



Finding resources on globally 
integrated value chains





Powerful search engine 

Filtering system 
toggle between basic and 
advanced search. You can filter 
results on issue (e.g. climate 
change), sector (e.g. mining) and 
country and much more

Results come in a variety of 
formats - academic studies, 
reports and expert insight 
(blogs, webinars and 
podcasts)

Online library



• Evidensia’s Visual Summaries help 
you make sense of what the available 
evidence says on key research 
questions

• The summaries plot results from 
relevant impact evaluation studies

• Each square represents one result 
from a study, the source study is 
highlighted on each square

Visual summaries



is proud to be supported by



Evidence-based design of pathways towards a living 

income & prosperity for different types of households

Yuca Waarts & team of researchers & partners

14 December 2023. UNDP/ISEAL webinar on living income

Insights from various studies and the wider literature

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
Photo 1 and 3: Jiska Van Vliet. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Net household / commodity income as proportion of 

the living income benchmark (on average)
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IDH & WUR, forthcomingCoffee & palm oil: commodity income only

Total living income gap 

per country: billions of 

dollars per year



Households are far from earning a living income with 

studied activity (no total household info available)
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▪ Huge total living income gap (billions USD per country per year)

▪ Success examples but limited effectiveness at scale of policies 
and interventions, e.g. 

● Majority of households substantially increase income in a 
country

● Majority of the households now earns above the WB extreme 
poverty line, or a living income as a milestone to prosperity

▪ Because root causes were not (adequately) addressed

▪ Need to address needs, possibilities and aspirations of the 
households, these differ (greatly) between households

▪ Need for much more investments from all actors to substantially 
increase incomes, especially of the poorest and most vulnerable

The living income challenge
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Inability to invest

• Money

• Time (incl. cost)

• High risk

• High cost 
(decent 
standard) of 
living

Unstable and 
unrewarding 

prices / premiums

• No voice

• Tendency for 
oversupply

• Price and sales 
risk

• Living wage 
payments for 
PES or carbon 
sequestration?

Low volumes

• Inability to 
invest

• Small farms

• Low yield 

• (Small farms 
can have high 
yields!)

Commodity 
dependency

• Few alternative 
income sources

• Labour 
stickiness

• Low education 
level

Need to address root causes of poverty for 
cost-effective investments and strategies

19To address root causes & increase incomes effectively (and efficiently!)



Large differences between households in Kenya
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Coffee farming households, Kenya (12% earns a living income)

Total household income/year Living income gap / year Average living income benchmark

Huge differences 

between farming 

households in Kenya but 

also generally in other 

crops studies. 

Average farm size: 0.6 ha 

total, 0.3 ha for coffee

Average proportion of 

time spent on coffee by 

household: 17%

Average total household 

income: 1000 USD/year

Draft results. Waarts et al., forthcoming. 
Coffee season 2020-2021



Four broad household groups and their barriers to 

entrepreneurial income growth
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IDH & WUR, forthcoming

High yields on small farms are possible but 
connected to a maximum possible total volume



Characteristics of cocoa households in Côte d’Ivoire
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Factors (mean) Very large 
barriers 
(n = 164)

Large 
barriers 
(N = 368)

Medium 
barriers 
(N=116)

Small 
barriers
(N = 32)

Total cocoa 
volume (kg)

680 1,500 2,200 2,300

Cocoa farm size 
(ha)

1.8 3.9 4 5

Other farm size
(ha)

0.6 1.1 1.5 2

Cocoa yield
(kg/ha)

432 470 572 510

Family days/ha 60 38 24 25

Willing to invest 
in cocoa (%)

0% 27% 30% 94%

Size of the gap 
(USD)

1,700 1,500 1,500 1,400

Women (%) 12% 7% 9% 6%

WUR, forthcoming



▪ Factors to consider for cost-effective strategy design 

● Household characteristics: Ability to invest, Willingness to 

invest in farm/crop, Labour availability & cost, Other income 

opportunities, Farm size (commodity & other land), Aspirations 

household members

▪ Large group of households with large barriers for entrepreneurial 

income growth need structural change to achieve a living 

income. Relevant strategies for these groups

● Price/premium increase (structural and substantial increases)

● Social protection / cash transfers (long term)

● Facilitating off-farm income diversification

Towards effective strategies
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▪ Address risk of exclusion of the poorest from (meaningful) 

interventions or supply chains because they cannot grow income 

in entrepreneurial way because of e.g. legislation

▪ Group of households can be supported to achieve a living 

income through farming. Relevant strategies for this group 

(multiple strategies necessary): 

● Price/premium increase

● Coaching and training

● Access to inputs, labour gangs, credit 

● Diversification: Input & sales channels.

Towards effective strategies
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▪ All: Integrate evidence-based living income KPIs in strategies that 

do not lead to exclusion, incl. coherence. Investors as well. 

▪ All: Find ways for long term price increases and cash transfers 

/social protection mechanisms to directly increase incomes

▪ All: increase voice of smallholder farming households in 

policy/strategy design, and increase education/skills and health

▪ Governments, multilaterals and investors to stimulate employment 

creation & decrease cost of living. Companies and NGOs can 

facilitate off-farm income diversification

▪ Governments: legislation to create enabling environment for 

thriving sectors and households, including avoidance of exclusion.

Roles of actors 
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Thank you!
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For more information, please contact:

Yuca Waarts: yuca.waarts@wur.nl

Further reading:

- Balancing the living income challenge (2021)

- Multiple pathways to living income (2021)

- WUR white paper on living income (2019)

mailto:yuca.waarts@wur.nl
https://edepot.wur.nl/557364
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s12571-021-01220-5.pdf
https://edepot.wur.nl/507120


Effectiveness of 25% commodity income 

increase (keeping all else equal)
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Below WB extreme poverty line : 25%
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At or above a living income : Baseline

At or above a living income : 25%
commodity income increase

Waarts et al., 2019. White paper
Ghana: 2014 data. Ivory Coast: 2018 data. Kenya, 2015.



Strategies for different types of households: poorest 

majority needs different approach than traditional
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Yield increase 
commodity

•High yield increases in 
short term possible for 
some but not for most 
households

•Households producing 
small volumes: large % 
increase ≠ large 
absolute income 
increase

(Farm) diversification

•Poorest cannot invest 
much in diversification 
to substantially grow 
income

•On farm: food security 
improvement relevant

• Large % output 
increase ≠ large 
absolute income 
increase 

•Off-farm diversification 
important

Cash: Price vs Cash

•Price increases increase 
incomes of all

• Important: long term 
price increases / cash 
transfers

•Poorest selling small 
volumes benefit least 
from price measures

•Cash transfers may be 
more relevant for the 
poorest (if large and 
long term)
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Private Sector Partners

What is the Farmer Income Lab?

Advisory council

ENABLE FARMERS TO EARN A 
LIVING INCOME 

A Think-Do Tank founded in 2017, the Farmer Income 
Lab, a by-industry for-industry initiative, was 

established to accelerate evidence informed action with 
one distinct goal:



Why did we set up the Farmer Income Lab? 

• Low impact and effectiveness of existing 
livelihoods programmes

• Gap in evidence on “what works” to close the 
gaps to living incomes

• No agreed global framework 

• Unclear roles & responsibilities between actors

• Status quo limits business resilience and growth, 
and people aren’t thriving



GENERATE INSIGHTS CONNECT SOLUTIONS1 2 ACCELERATE ACTION3

Dialogues & 
Dissemination

Shared Learning 
&  Accountability

Lighthouse 
Programs

Pledge On 
Procurement Our research agenda

32

Which are the farmer Income Lab Workstreams?



What is the business case around living income?

Enabling farmers to be profitable, increase assets, reduce liabilities and risks, and have 
stable cash flow, will reduce food system vulnerabilities while providing value to business 
by:

1. Reducing supply risk as farmers may seek more profitable opportunities outside of agriculture

2. Meeting business responsibility and reporting requirements under internationally 
recognized frameworks such as the UNGPs or the HRDD.

3. Managing increased reputational risks as upstream vulnerabilities to people become 
increasingly scrutinized



What have we learnt from our research?

SIGNIFICANT TRANSFORMATION NEEDED TO DRIVE PROGRESS

ENABLING 
ENVIRONMENTS

 
Find or

 Build Ecosystems of 
Services

BUNDLING AND 
FARMER 

SEGMENTATION

Holistic farmer-
centered approach 

COLLABORATING FOR 
IMPACT

Partner with Service 
Providers, Suppliers 
and Purchasers of 

Other Crops 

ADVOCATE FOR LEVEL 
PLAYING FIELD

Communications

Policy Advocacy

Coalitions

A NEW PROCUREMENT PARADIGM BEYOND COMMODITIES



How do we bring the FIL research learnings into action? 

Cote D’Ivoire –
 Cocoa

Ghana –Cocoa

India – Mint
Indonesia –Cocoa

Uganda –Barley

Zambia –
Cassava & 
Sorghum 

8 Lighthouse Programs Worldwide:

Philippines Coconut



The Livelihoods and Ecosystem Advancement Programme

• 5-year market systems pilot programme designed to improve rural economic 
development and put farmers on a path to achieving a LI.

• Pilot targets 5200 farmers in Ecookim Cooperative Union in Cote d'Ivoire. A 
longstanding supplier of cocoa to Mars.

• Assumes 'no average farmer' and builds on a segmentation approach and 
intervention bundling.

• Activities grouped in 3 core intervention areas: cooperative strengthening, 
income diversification and access to finance.

• Deliberately experimental in approach

• Builds on existing Fairtrade sourcing relationships as requires strong 
governance, trust with farmers and security of contracts.
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Scalable

Holistic

Innovative

Farmer Centric

Experimental

Case Study / LEAP IVORY COAST



LEAP Graduation pathways
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The LEAP programme is based upon 
“Graduation Pathways”.  

The Framework charts the 
development pathways between the 
status quo and a future in which 
Living Income is achieved for each 
farmer segment.

Not all farmers can achieve a LI from 
cocoa based on land size, current 
yields and prices but this model 
maximises what they can achieve and 
diversifies incomes for low resource 
farmers to build their income 
portfolios.

Yield
Ghana: <446 kg/ha

CDI: <531 kg/ha

Yield
Ghana: >446 kg/ha

CDI: >531 kg/ha

Yield
Ghana: >600 kg/ha

CDI: >800kg/ha

Yield
Ghana: >800 kg/ha

CDI: >1 MT/ha
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